
Life is on

At Phonak, we believe that hearing well is essential  
to living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years,  
we have remained true to our mission by developing 
pioneering hearing solutions that change people’s  
lives to thrive socially and emotionally. Life is on.

www.phonak.com
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Bridging the understandig gap

What is Roger?

Even the most powerful hearing aids have limitations. 
The Roger portfolio consists of wireless microphones 
and receivers. They pick up the speaker’s voice and 
transmit it to receivers connected to your hearing aids,  
so you can hear speech clearly over distance and in 
noise. 

Roger is a digital wireless standard specifically 
designed to help boost your hearing performance1.

New groundbreaking MultiBeam Technology

Roger Select features MultiBeam Technology.  
By utilizing multiple microphones in six directions, 
speech from a 360° radius is calculated and compared. 
The direction with the best clarity is automatically 
selected.

RogerTM wireless        
microphone solutions

1Mülder, H. (2013). Roger and hearing instruments. Excellent speech  
understanding in high noise levels. Phonak Field Study News, retrieved  
from www.phonakpro.com/evidence, accessed November 14th, 2017.



In the car

Phone calls

Watching TV

Dinner with friends or family

At home

At parties

Dinner tables and restaurants can pose a real listening challenge.  
Roger Select cuts out distracting noises and helps you to capture every word.

When music is playing and people are talking and laughing, it is  
easier to focus on a conversation with Roger Pen as it delivers  
the conversation directly into your ears.

At home Roger reduces background noise like kitchen equipment or  
the blare from a TV. This allows you to fully enjoy conversations with  
family members and friends.

Engine sound and road noise make conversations challenging.  
By bringing the speaker’s words directly into your ears, Roger  
helps overcome the communication challenges.

Enjoy talking on the phone by connecting the Roger Pen or Roger 
Select to your phone or computer via Bluetooth or cable.

Roger microphones can easily be connected to your TV’s audio output, 
so you can hear your favorite programs. 

When you feel at the heart 
of the conversation, life is on

Many people with hearing loss would love to hear well 
and understand speech in busy social settings.  

Roger technology puts the ‘life’ back into your social 
life – helping you stay connected regardless of the 
background noise or listening environment. 

Roger Pen™

Roger EasyPen

Roger Select™

A versatile microphone which automatically  
selects the person who is talking and with  
Bluetooth® for phone calls. 

A handy microphone with portable design and 
Bluetooth for phone calls.

A microphone with only two buttons for ultimate 
simplicity, but with full Roger performance.

Roger microphones

Roger design-integrated

Roger MyLink

Roger X 

Click onto Phonak hearing aids and selected implants.

Universial miniature receiver.

Neck loop receiver for hearing aids or implants with  
a telecoil.

Roger receivers

Situations with background noise or where the sound 
source is at a distance are ones where Roger truly excels:

Additional situations where Roger can help overcome 
communication challenges:


